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More than 2,000 move in
Residency
reaches
record high
By KRISTIN McALLISTER
News Editor
Wright State University's 1996
residency is a record high at 2, 122.
This year's class of 1,852 fresh
men range from age 17 to 49.
New and returning students find
the Student Union ,a homebase for
activity sponsored by the Office of
Campus Activities and Orientation.
CAO is geared to make things easier
for the new students and also for
those returning.
"I really, really like it here.
When people walk by they smile
and give you a warm greeting. It's
a very positive atmosphere," said
Lynette Baxley, a freshman from
Sandusky.
CAO's Welcome Week kicks
off the new academic year and is
designed to give students an over
view of the university and all it has

See "Welcome"
continued on p. 5

Two students wade through the frenzy on campus during move-in on Sunday along with more than 2,000 other students.

Free tutoring for freshman ·cut
WSU students to pay $5 per hour for service
By KRISTIN McALLISTER
News Editor
Wright State is no longer offer
ing free tutoring to freshmen. Stu
dents will now pay $5 per hour for
tutoring services.
"The cost for tutoring is not
great for the university," said David
Hurwitz, special assistant of De
velopmental Education For Leam
ing Assistance.
According to Hurwitz, free tu
toring continues to be offered for
supplemental instruction, math help
room and through special projects

with the Athletic department,
Bolinga Cultural Resources Cen
ter and for students with learning
disabilities.
"To me, I think that if the uni
versity is into retention, it should at
least provide a resource for it," said
Hurwitz.
According to Lillie Howard,
associate provost and professor of
English, "To the best of my knowl
edge, the decision was made by the
tutoring office and the University
Division as how best to utilize the
available funds," she said.
Howard said an analysis was

$1-1otlight: .11-16

made to find out how the funds
would be efficiently used.
Howard explained the cut came
as a two-fold issue. Howard said
the cut was made in an attempt to
reach both a cost-effective and an
efficiently utilized program.
"We found that students were
showing up for tutoring when they
paid for the session and not when it
was free to them," she said.
Howard said the free tutoring
was cut and re-added in the past.
"If we find a need for the free
tutoring again, we will reinstitute
it," she said.

• . Sports: 17-21
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Pizza returns tp the Rat
The Rathskellar in the Student
Union will feature a new and
unique pizza that is delivered to all
campus locations.

The new service, Brickhouse
Pizza, revolves around a 4500 lb.
wood-burning oven that heats to
600 degrees and can cook a pizza

within five minutes, said Craig
Braaten, Pizza Supervisor of the
Rat. The oven cost $15,000.
Similar ovens operate in certain
Dayton restaraunts, including
Pacchia's and the Lincoln Park
Grill. The ingredients Brickh~use
Pizza uses are comparable to those
establishments'.
Menu choices include gourmet
ingredients such as sun-dried to
matoes, black olives, basil and bar
becued chicken. There also will be
vegetarian options.
Pizza baked in the newly pur-

chased oven will be delivered from
the Rat to offices and campus hous
ing including Co1lege Park, Forest
Lane and the Village, according to
Braaten. Pizza is offered in 14-inch
and 16-inch varieties.
Free 30 minute delivery is avail
able from 4:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.
throughout the week, although the
Rat will close to dine-in business
at 11 p.m.
$6
A
minimum
order is

r

photo by Mark Mowrey

Pizza Supervisor Craig Braaten stokes the flames in the
Rathskellar's new wood-burning oven. The oven will produce
specialty pizzas for catering, dine-in and delivery.

CAMPUS CRIME REPORT-CRIMINAL DAMAGING
Sept. 3: A Village Resident
reported a rock thrown into her
bedroom window.
THEFT
Sept. 3: A Rike Hall staff
member reported a VCR val
ued at $150 missing from 020
Rike Hall.
Sept. 5: A Millett Hall staff
person reported $10 missing
from her desk in 228 Millett.

Sept. 9: A Bio Sci. building
faculty member reported a
dual cassette player and
cables valued $250 missing
from 1428 Bio. Sci.
DISORDERLY
CONDUCT
Sept. 6: A WSUPD officer
cited a citizen for disorderly
conduct.
Sept 7: A Maple Hall resi
dent reported a banister burn
ing at 2170 Zink Rd.

Sept. 9: A Bio. Sci. building
staff member reported a TV/
VCR combo valued at $1,050
missing from 137 Fawcett.

Sept. 8: A Zink Rd. resi
dent was arrested for disor
derly conduct by noise.

Sept. 9: A Russ Center fac
ulty member reported a tele
phone and answering machine
valued at $350 missing from
325 Russ.

RECEIVING STOLEN
PROPERTY
Sept. 7: Two students
were cited for receiving stolen
property.

is looking for a few
good writers!

e
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quired for de
ivery.
Salads, subs,
buffalo wings
and breadsticks
can be delivered.
Pizza delivery
will be phased in, according to

Tom Brzoski , Food Service Direc
tor. All on-campus locations can
receive pizza.
This service replaces outside
pizza delivery contracts and will
accept meal cards. Twenty-five
points have been allotted toward
pizza delivery each quarter. This is
subject to change, said Brzoski.
A 14-inch pizza with one top
ping costs $7.99, a house special
is $9.49, a 16-inch with one top
ping costs $10.99 and a house spe
cial is $13.99.
Comparisons were made to
Pizza Hut and Domino's and
Brickhouse Pizza had the least ex
pensive pizza, said Brzoski.
Brzoski said "We want to intro
duce and eventually experiment
with delivery at lunchtime."
To place delivery orders, call
873-5644. The office number for
the Rat is 873-5548.

Craig Napier, Kavita Hatwalkar,
John Deselem, Sara Gwirtz and
Amy Davis collaborated on this
article

illustration by Joel Robinson

CAMPUS CALENDAR

~

SEPTEMBER 18
• Bible study, sponsored
by the Baptist Student Union,
noon, 364 Allyn Hall.

• Rat Series, Seinfeld &
Friends, 8 p.m.

• First day of school Rat
Series, Comedy, 6:30 p.m.

• Fall Fest, UAB;all-day en
tertainment, 10 a.m. - 4'p.~.,
Quad.· ·

SEPTEMBER 20
~ Bible Study, sponsored
• Student Union open by the Baptist,Student Union,
- · ... .go-?n, .~64 Allyn Heyll
house, 5 - 1o p.m.
\ -.,.;;

• "Primetime," sponsored
by Campus Crusade for
Christ, every Wed, 7:30 p.m.,
116 Health Sciences.
SEPTEMBER 19
• Thyrsday Night Thing,
sponsored by the Baptist Stu
dent Union, 7 p.m., Campus
Ministry.

l • Pink Floyd's, The Wall, 8
p.m., Medical Science Audi
torium.

·'

SEPTEMBER 21
• Life In General, Salvador
Deli opens, 7:30 p.m., Quad.
SEPTEMBER 22
• Rat Series, Sunday foot
ball, 4 p.m.
.. SEPTEMBER 23
• Black Student Union Fall
quarter general meeting,: 3:30
p.m·., E154 Student Union.

Development
VP chosen
J. Lance Cavanaugh is the new
assistant vice president for devel
opment at Wright State.
Cavanaugh served as director
of development and gift planning
at Beloit College in Beloit, WI.
"He brings a wealth of talent
and experience to the position and
will play a major role in enhancing
the university's development ef
forts and in laying the foundation
for a major campaign," said Jack
Fistler, vice president for univer
sity advancement.
Cavanaugh has primary man
agement responsibility for the
university's development pro
grams, including major, annual, and
corporate/foundation giving.
Otherresponsibilites include as
sisting in the implementation of
special campaign activities and re
cruiting and advising volunteer
leaders.

If you are interested in journalism as a career or just looking for a campus job (and you can
write in complete sentences), then The Guardian is the place for you. We have paid positions
remaining in the News and Spotlight Department. Contact Kristin McAllister at 873-5538
(News) or Alexis Larsen at 873-5536 (Spotlight). If sports is more appealing to you, contact
Maggie Horstman at 873-5536 (Sports only has volunteer positions available). You can also
receive communication credit for working at The Guardian! The courses are COM 130 and
COM 330. Stop by The Guardian office in W016 Student Union and pick up an applicatio1.
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FOP eridorses president
By KRISTIN McALLISTER
News Editor
President Bill Clinton arrived
in Cincinnati Monday to accept the
endorsement of the National Fra
. ternal Order of Police, the nation's
largest police union.
It's the first time the FOP en
dorsed a Democratic candidate.
Clinton wooed the FOP by
pushing for funding of community
policing and passing the 1994
Clinton crime bill allowing 100,000
new police officers on the streets
within the next five years.
"We sent information out coun
try wide. Every state received a
recommendation," said FOP Na
tional President Gilbert Gallegos.
"It was up to them to give the input
back to their national trustees and
to their state presidents on who
they selected. Some selected Dole,
some selected Clinton, so that was
the basis for the vote, it was strictly
an initiative of the state representa
tives who are the national trustees
of the states who voted. The vote
was 20-10."
In Cincinnati, 27 additional of
ficers are working on the streets
due to the COPS MORE grant pro
gram backed by Clinton.

Gallegos said the increase of
policemen on the streets would also
help at the university level.
"What we have pushed hard
for, along with the president, is to
maintain the I 00,000 police offic
ers for which the universities are
able to get funds to fund those
positons, and it was interesting that
the current Congress tried to cut
the funds for I 00,000 police offic
ers, and did in fact cut some of the
money. That was a very important
issue to the FOP, is that we main
tained the initiative of a I 00,000
police officers. Some people have
shaken it off that it will never be
accomplished," he said.
According to Gallegos, there
are more than 40,000 police offic
ers in new positions already funded
through the initiative. This was ac
complished within approximately
two years from the 1994 act.
Clinton's main topic in his 25
minute speech concerned law en
forcement, but he also spoke about
his administration's passage of the
Brady Bill that requires a three-

day waiting period for handgun
purchase and the assault weapons
ban. Clinton also asked the com
munity to back him on outlawing
cop-killer bullets.
"I have yet to see a deer, duck or
quail with a bulletproof vest on .
We ought to ban the cop-killer bul
let," said the president.
Clinton reminded his listeners
that IO million people will receive
a . pay increase Oct. 1 when the
minimum wage goes up, stating
that, "We need to work together.
Ideas, not insults are how we are
going to build that bridge to the
21st century."
Clinton spoke of the drug prob
lem in America, urging communi
ties to get involved. "We have got
to get drug use down with our chil
dren," he said.
At the end of his speech to
2,000 intent listeners in a Music
Hall ballroom, Clinton reiterrated
his main point.
"There are a lot of things to do.
My whole point I want to leave
with you is this. These people up
here (referring to policemen) are
doing everything they can and un
like a lot of folks, we have shown,
orrather they have shown, we know
how to bring the crime rate down.

photo by Anthony Shoemaker

President Bill Clinton accepted the FOP endorsement Monday
at Music Hall in downtown Cincinnati. He is the first Democrat
to ever receive the endorsement.
But they can't do it all by them
selves. They need us to support
them. I a·m honored by their sup
port today and all I can say is, go

Dole addresses women business leaders
By KRISTIN McALLISTER
News Editor
Approximately 300 Dole sup
porters and Cincinnati Milacron
employees filled the Milacron
grounds for the outside event where

Dole answered questions posed by
a "round-table" of 40 to 50 promi
nent local business women.
Dole discussed a variety of is
sues from his economic plan, in
cluding his 15 percent tax cut. He

maintained that the tax cut would
not incur any cuts to Medicare or
Social Security.
"Medicare's funds are in deep
trouble and what does President
Clinton want to do? He wants to ing else was cleaned up. We haven't
play politics," said Dole. "If we cleaned up any sites, the only people
want to save Medicare, lets stop who cleaned up are the lawyers.
· playing politics."
We need to give the power back to
Dole also discussed the prob the people again. Back to the people
lems with the regulatory reform with a little common sense and
program.
regulations, and why did we pass a
"The bottom line is this, we try bill for regulatory reform? Because
to have this regulatory reform, rea President Clinton told the demo
sonable, common sense, the kind crats and the Senate, 'Don't sign
ofcommon sense you have in Ohio, up with Bob Dole." Dole added
and Kansas-and other places around that _this program under the Clinton
America. Common sense regula administration needs to end.
tory reform, but the $7,000 tax in
During the event, Clinton/Gore
effect on each family in America supporters across the street on
because ofregulatory reform, regu Marburg A venue chanted "Four
lation, and we know that some are more years".
necessary, don't misunderstand me.
After the Cincinnati Milacron
Clean air, clean water, clean food, event, Dole traveled on to Montpe
photo by Anthony Shoemaker all these things. But we go over
lier in northwest Ohio, where he
Republican Presidential candidate Bob Dole pushed his
board, we go overboard. We cre visited the grave ofhis great-grand
. r10mic plan to a ''women in business" rally Thursday at
ated a superfund, and who cleaned father and then addressed a rally at
~,ncinnati Milacron.
up? The lawyers cleaned up. Noth- . the Williams County Fair.

back to what Senator Glenn said,
'If you will give us 54 days, we'll
give you four more years of mak
ing our streets a whole lot safer."

You can still
register to
vote!
According to Ohio
Secretary of State Bob
Taft, more than 700,000
Ohioans are eligible, but
are not registered to
vote.
Mail-in voter registration
forms can be obtained
from:
• Libraries
• High Schools
• Bureaus of Motor
Vehicles
• County Treasurers'
Offices
• Boards of Elections
• Secretary of State's
Office
• By calling the Voter
Registration Hotline:
1-800-573-VOTE
You may register to vote at least
30 days before election day.
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~opy Center opens_in Student ·Union
New center to offer full-service color, b&w copying and laminations
A new full-service copy center,
Wright Copy, has opened in the
Student Union.
The center, located at 008 Stu
dent Union next to the· Student
Union Administrative Office, pro
duces black and white as well as
color copies, laminations, T-shirt
prints and photo key chains for
students, faculty and staff.
Prices for black and white cop
ies are six cents at the new center.
Color copies cost 99 cents.
All services, excluding depart
mental processing, are taxed.
"We haven't set all ofthe prices
yet, but we will be cheaper than

"Welcome"
continued from p. 1
to offer.
WSU President Harley E. Flack
will speak at 3 p.m. today at The
Wright Start, a university welcome
and reception scheduled in the Stu
dent Union Multipurpose Room.
The reception is open to everyone.

Kinko's," said Chris Felts, super
visor of Wright Copy.
Copy cards cannot be used at
Wright Copy.
The cost for black and white
copies on self-service campus
machines is IO cents without a
copy card.
Some requests will require ad
ditional time and may be picked
up later.
According to Felts, most
projects can be completed imme
diately.
No self-service copying is
available at Wright Copy because
there are other copy machines in

the Student Union.
After researching other uni ver
sities' copying services, a decision
was made to have the center oper
ated internally by the university.
According to Student Union
Director Kathy Morris, some
schools contracted outside copy
ing services.
"It was only fair to see if our
own printing shop could do it in
ternally," Morris said.
Prior to construction ofthe Stu
dent Union, the idea of a copy
center located within the new build
ing was discussed, according to
Morris.

Joy Heishman, director ofprint
ing and mailing, encourages people
to comact Printing Services if they
have suggestions regarding the new
center.
A feedback survey system is
currently being created.
"If there is a way to make life a
little easier for students, that's what
we're here for," said Heishman.

Jamie Allen, Maggie Horstman,
Eric Loescher, Kristin
McAllister and Anthony
Shoemaker collaborated on this
story.

Chris Felts, supervisor of
Wright Copy.

Several activities have been
scheduled including a Student
Union open house today.
The open house consists ofsev
eral groups including, Intramural
and Recreational Sports, Bolinga
Cultural Resource Center, the start
of the "Rat Series" comedy in the
Rathskeller, and a "Get Out The
Vote" campaign among others.

There will be a a Gospel Choir
performance in the SU Atrium and
the University Honors Program will
have an open house in Millett Hall.
This year's Fall Fest, sched
uled from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Sep
tember 20, is different due to the
elimination of October Daze.
According to Brandon Paul,
UAB special events coordinator;

this year's Fall Fest will have a
largerrolein Welcome Week. Their
primary role is to arrange the enter
tainment. Food, a new attraction
for the event, will be available.
Cindy Young from the Office
of Public Relations is very excited
about the "Get Out The Vote" cam
paign currently underway through
October 7. "Students need to get

out there and vote. I am excited
this year about the vote campaign
we have going. Students should
take advantage of the opportunity
they have to make an effect on the
world, and get out there and vote,"
she said.
Students may register to vote in
the SU bookstore or on September
20 at Fall Pest's "Rock the Vote".

photo by Mark Mowrey

Sodexho unveils new Bernhardt named CEHS dean
campus food plan
By KRISTIN McALLISTER
News Editor

Dining room opens
·in Student Union for
dinner and weekend
brunch
By KA VITA S. HATWALKAR
Assistant News Editor
Sodexho, Wright State's new
food service contractor, has opened
the Student Union Dining Room
for dinner seven days a week and
brunch on the weekends, accord
ing to Food Service Director Tom
Brzoski.
Each day there will be a few
main entrees.
They will also have a deli, pizza/
pasta, burger, salad and dessert bar
along with beverages served in the
SU Dining Room.
Sodexho also changed options
in which resident students may use
their meal cards.
"Most of it (the change) was a
result from a campus marketing
survey we got back in March of
1996," said Brzoski.
There are two different plans
the Pofots Plus plan and the Points
~
Plan.
~
ith the Points Plus Plan a
student receives 50 meals per quar
ter plus $200 in points to be used in

Interim Dean of the College of
any retail facility for $420.
. Education and Human Services
The 50 meals must be purchased Gregory Bernhardt moved into the
from the Student Union Dining job officially in June following a
Room.
year long national search.
"Part of the way the meal plan
He replaces former CEHS dean
was set up was so that the points Fredrick Gies who was dismissed
would be used for quick breakfasts
from the position in 1995 . .
and lunches and the meals at the
"I am very pleased at the ap
SUDR would be dinners," said pointment of Dr. Bernhardt," said
Brzoski.
John Fleischauer, university pro
The Points Only Plan is the
vost. "He brings many years of
former plan where the student re
experience in both education and
ceives $420 of purchasing power counseling to the position, and
at any facility.
has already developed productive
Twenty-five points are reserved
relationships with area school sys
for purchasing the delivered pizza tems.
from the Rathskellar' s Brickhouse
He should be able to move
Pizza.
rapidly to enhance Wright State's
Points allotted for pizza will
partnerships with Miami Valley
not be shown on receipts after pur
educators to renew and improve
chases.
educational quality."
According to Brzoski, last year
Bernhardt believes partner
there was a $15 card fee.
ships are key to improving the
Students were paying $415 and
quality of education.
receiving only $400 purchasing
"We're cooperating with our
power.
colleagues in the arts and sciences
The card fee has been elimi
to better educate our future educa
nated this year, allowing students
tors," said Bernhardt. "At the same
to use the entire $420.
time, we're working with our part
Points are transferable at the
ners in the community to renew
end of fall and winter quarters, but and restructure the delivery sys
meals will not be transferable.
tems in the schools where these
Sodexho also is introducing
better prepared teachers will even
recycleable mugs.
tually be practicing profession
There will be two sizes-a 20 als."
ounce and a 32 ounce mug.

Bernhardt interacts with the
National Network for Educational
Renewel, a national network of
schools working together to pro
vide successful educational reform .
"For the last three years there
has been a lot of talk about educa
tional reform. The NNER promotes
simultaneous renewal of teacher
education and school improvement
in a partnership with public
schools," said Bernhardt.
Under Bernhardt's guidance,
the Department ofHuman Services
announced in May that two of its
programs were reaccredited by the
Council for Accreditation ofCoun
seling and Related Educational Pro
grams.
The community and school
counseling programs have both
been reaccredited through June
2003.

photo courtesy of Public Relations

New CEHS Dean Gregory
Bernhardt replaces former
Dean Fredrick Gies who was
dismissed last year.

Motion denied in Gies case
Former College of Education
and Human Services Dean
Fredrick Gies lost his attempt to
dismiss seven of the charges filed
against him by Wright State Uni
versity.
Greene County Common
Pleas Judge Thomas Rose denied
the motion.
Gies is scheduled to go to trial
on all 27 counts Oct. 21 in Xenia.
Gies is charged with 27 crimes
including theft in office, having

unlawful interest in a public con
tract and a pattern of corrupt ac
tivity.
Gies served as CEHS dean
from 1987 until 1995.
WSU President Harley Flack
dismissed Gies from that position
on June 15, 1995.
Associate Dean Gregory
Bernhardt served as interim dean
for one year following Gies' dis
missal. In June he became the
official CEHS dean.
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Public Relations promotes 5
By AARON CULLERS
For The Guardian

advertising campaign.
Former PR specialist, Cindy
Young, now holds the title of assis
tant director of public relations.
Young manages WSU's internal
and external relations programs as

development and art direction, and
planning and producing WSU's
advertising campaign.
Kristin Kopp is coordinating
media and community relations.
She also coordinates WSU's par
ticipation in various com-

In an effort to make Wright
State and its programs more visible
to the Miami Valley, the Office of
Public Relations has
promoted five members - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - munity activities.
of its staff.
II
n order for an office to be effecStephanieElyisnowth e
Former Associate
tive, people must be given the internal communications
Director ofPublications
generalist. She writes press
responsibility and the authority to releases and media advisoDenise Thomas is now
associate director ofPR.
make decisions. These individu- ries. In addition she will
She works to resolve
als have earned that opportuedit Dialogue, the faculty
personnel issues, bud
and staff newsletter, and
get management, and
nl'ty. II
write for the university
develop and implement
magazine
Community.
Johnson
strategic plans.
"In order for an office to
Robin Suits was promoted to well as assisting in media training be effective, people must be given
assistant director for marketing. She and coaching.
the responsibility and the authority
is responsible for developing,
Ulysses Drinks was promoted to make decisions. These individu
implementing and evaluating the from graphic designer to manager als have earned that opportunity,"
strategic marketing plan and initi of marketing communications. His said Barry Johnson, assistant vice
ating WSU' s first comprehensive major responsibilities are concept president for public relations.

·I
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Engineering
professor
dies

ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVE
We are looking for a full/part time student with an

outaoina oononalib', e>tAt•vt ,,,,,.,,
self motivated, prof~ssiottal -but fllll, and
strong interpersonal communication skills.
Competitive wages
Flexible daytime hours
Excellent work environment
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE
GUARDIAN AT 873-5537.

VlP

By KA VITA S. HATWALKAR
Assistant News Editor
A professor in the department
of mechanical and materials engi
neering, died July 6.
Mr. Gopal Mehrotra, age 55,
began working at Wright State Uni
versity in 1985. He had many ac
complishments in research and
education.
In 1994,Mr.Mehrotra received
the Excellence in Research Award
from the College of Engineering
and Computer Science.
He was also awarded a Sum
mer Faculty Fellowship to NASN
ASEE in 1994.
Mr. Mehrotra was involved in
various committees throughout the
university and the college.
Mr. Mehrotra was active in sev
eral engineering organizations in
cluding The Metallurgical Society
of AIME, The American Ceramic
Society and The Electrochemical
Society.
He was also a reviewer for many
professional journals.
"Dr. Mehrotra was a very dedi
cated individual. He was highly
respected by faculty and students
and everyone really looked up to
him," said his friend and colleague
of l O years James Brandeberry,
dean of college of engineering and
computer science.
Mr. Mehrotra is survived by
his wife, Pramila and two sons,
Vikas and Sanjeev.
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THE
GUARDIAN IS HIRING!!!
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This coupon admits bearer & party (limit two children or aenlora) at the reduced rate
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New Student Affairs VP takes control Pepitone
By RISTIN McALLISTER
News Editor
A new vice president for stu
dent affairs and enrollment ser
vices at Wright State took office
Aug. 7.
Dan Abrahamowicz was named
vice president for student affairs
and enrollment services at Wright
State, effective August 7.

Abrahamowicz, a newcomer to
the Dayton area, is excited about
the challenges and opportunities
his new position entails.
"I'm honored to be here," he
said.
He handle areas pertaining to
administrative and academia along
with projects focusing on WSU' s
interaction with the community.
In addition, Abrahamowicz will

Think Smart, Spend Less

~}t~¼!:§e
2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy.
Across From Wright State

427-3338
MORE USED TEXTBOOKS AT THE LOWEST PRICES

be involved with several "out-of
class" programs.
Abrahamowicz sees student
retention, among other tasks, to be
an exciting challenge and will strive
to give students more opportuni
ties and convenience.
Abrahamowicz is actively in
volved in the new campus-one
card currently being developed.
The card will be phased into
use on campus, plans are not final
ized. Information pertaining to the
card will become available at a
later time.
Abrahamowicz previously
served as dean of students at The
University of Toledo.
Prior to his career at UT, he was
evening student affairs coordina
tor at Cleveland State University.
The Lorain, Ohio native is a
member of the American Associa
tion of Counseling and Develop-

named SU
program
manager

By KAVITA S. HATWALKAR
Assistant News Editor

photo courtesy of Public Relations

Dan Abrahamowicz
ment, American College Person
nel Association, National Associa
tion of Student Personnel Admin
istration and charter member of the
Association of College Judicial
Officers.

DAGSI Inaugural Interactive
Video Seminars Series
The Dayton Area Graduate Studies Institute is
offering an Environmental seminar series and a
Materials & Processes seminar series. Each
series consists of ten weekly sessions, 90
minutes per session. The seminars may be
taken for 1 hour of graduate credit at the cost of
the students home institution.
Environmental
Materials & Processes
3:30-5:00 PM Mondays
3:30-5:00 PM Wednesdays
beginning September 30
beginning October 2

What:

PAN HELLENIC
COUNCIL
Would like to
welcome new
and returning
students to
Wright State.
GOOD LUCK!
Let's Talk About
Sororities!

.. Low-level Radioactive
Waste Management
•► Progress on the Fernald
Remediation Project
•► New EPA Cancer Risk
Assessment Guidelines
in Environmental
Trends
•►
Engineering-Dir. of EPA
•► Demo of in situ Bioremedia
tion of Trichloroethlyene
.. LLRW Siting Studies
.. Ohio's Low-level Radio
active Waste Site
•► Organic Pollutant from
Combustion
•► Hazardous Waste Incineration
•► Groundwater Resources

Who:

•►
•►

October 2, 1996
7:00 pm
El 63 Student
Union

.. C4 Technologies
•► Titanium Alloy Technology
.. Casting Modeling
.. Composites
•► Preform Design in Metal
Forming
.. Sheet Metal Formability
.. Rapid Prototyping
.. Adhesive Bonding
.. Deformation Mechanisms
&Modeling
•► Materials Modeling

Graduate Engineering Students at OSU, UC,
AFIT, UD, and WSU
Interested Engineers from the Region

To register or for more information on these seminars,
come to the College of Engineering and Computer
Science, 405 Russ, or call 873-5001.

-~-

Beginning Oct. I the Student
Union will have a new program
manager.
Staci Pepitone will replace
Kathleen McGirty who left for a
position at the University of North
Carolina in Greensboro.
Pepitone's first duty will be to
serve as primary staff advisor for
Union Activities Board. Other du
ties include supervising and help
ing coordinate the Student Union
Art Gallery. She will be involved
with the Artist Series Committee.
"Ninety percent of my job re
lates to students and programs,"
said Pepitone. "If there are other
groups who are not familiar with
the Union and need help planning
and troubleshooting issues, my
door is always open."
Pepitone said student groups
are more than just budgeting, plan
ning and programming.
"Sometimes information falls
through the cracks and having a
staff person available is very help
ful for student groups," she said.
Pepitone would like to form a
group that allows others housed in
the Student Union to be more aware
of each other's needs.
"One of the goals I have is the
formulation of a director's coun
cil," said Pepitone.
The group will meet quarterly
and start dialogue between differ
ent organizations.
Pepitone also wants to develop
more noon programming in the
Union.
"Dancing in the atrium has
worked well," she said .
Pepitone is striving for differ
ent types of programming in the
Union. She wants programming
that appeals to everyone, whether
on a broad spectrum or to highlight
or showcase specifics.
According to Kathy Morris,
director of the Student Union, "she
(Pepitone) has a lot of good expe
rience here."
Pepitone received a Bachelor's
Degree in communication studies
from Wright State. She will com
plete a Master's Degree in student
affairs in higher education next
month.
Pepitone was graduate assis
tant at UAB during the past two
years.
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Editor In Chief - Craig Napier
News Editor - Kristin McAllister
Editorial Page Editor - Anthony Shoemaker
Spotlight Editor - Alexis Larsen
Sports Editor - Maggie Horstman
Asst. News Editor - Kavita S. Hatwalkar
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Business Manager - Jay Gulbranson
Advertising Manager - Kristin Rothert
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Staff Writers - Amy Davis, John Deselem,
Sara Gwirtz, Eric Loescher
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The Guardian is printed weekly during the
regular school year. It is published by students of
Wright State University in Dayton, Ohio. Editori
als without bylines reflect the majority opinion of
the editorial board. Views expressed in columns,
cartoons and advertisements are those of the writ
ers, artists and advertisers.
The Guardian reserves the right to censor or
reject advertising copy in accordance with any
present or future advertising acceptance rules es
tablished by The Guardian. All contents con
tained herein are the express property of The
Guardian. Copyright privileges revert to the writ
ers, artists, and photographers of specific works
after publication. The Guardian reserves the right
to reprint works in future issues.
© 1996 The Guardian

Letters to the Editor
•The Guardian encourages letters to
the editor and commentary pieces
from students, faculty, administrators
and staff
•Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone and class standing (if
applicable)
•Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. on
the Friday preceeding the next issue
•Letters should be kept to 300 words or
fewer
•All letters are subject to editing for
space and content
•Letters which duplicate others may be
omitted
•When responding to another letter,
refer to the date and headline
•Quotes that cannot be confirmed will
not be used

Free tutoring
should be
available for
all students
Wright State freshmen expecting to have
the help of a tutor for their I 00-level classes
may be disappointed.
The university now will charge fresh
men $5 per hour for tutoring services. Previ
ously they were allowed one hour of free
tutoring per week.
Upperclassmen have always paid for the
service.
We cannot fathom the reasoning behind
such action.
Many freshmen may never use this valu
able service. Perhaps only 50 of the more
than 1,800 new students will need a tutor's
help. But that service should be available to
them.
Especially after the university decided to
raise tuition 5 percent for the fall quarter.
Let's get this straight. We raise tuition on
students and then decide to charge them for
the services which are vital for their aca
demic success.
Does this mean if we lower tuition we
would get more services? That seems to be
the logic here.
During the tuition increase debate last
year, a WSU official said, "Yes we are
unfortunately asking the students to put in

more money. If we don't continue to stay
Upperclassmen should not have to pay
with the average we' re not going to maintain for tutoring either.
Many courses, especially l_ower-level
the quality education that we currently have."
If being so stingy that you must charge ones, provide academic assistance to stu
new students $5 per hour for a service which dents and this should and must continue.
However, is it too much to ask the uni
should be expected from any university is
"maintaining quality education," then this versity for one hour a week of free tutoring
school needs to look at its mission statement. for students?
Another reason given for the tuition in
Many students may not use the service, ·
crease was.to provide $600,000 for financial we know that, but it should still be there.
Many people pay auto insurance for years
aid and scholarships.
The students who work and struggle so . and never need it but it's still there just in
they can afford a Wright State education are case.
Tutoring should be viewed as insurance
being asked to pay a little extra so someone
which Wright State invests for the future of
else can get a college degree for free.
This university can afford to set aside not only its students but for the nation as a
more than half of a million dollars for schol whole.
When a valuable service such as tutoring
arships but cannot offer its students one hour
is cut at students' expense, our universities
a week of free tutoring.
The main goal of this university should are sending students into a head-on-colli
sion and not keeping them in good hands.
be the success of all of its students.

Raider Voices
Do you believe free tutoring is essential to student success'!

"Free tutoring would help because college
expenses are very high. I don't know if it's the
college's responsibility to do it but it's nice."

"I think it's bad because tutoring should be free
for everybody in case they need help."

"I think if you really need help in subjects it's a
really important thing (tutoring). I think they
shouldn't do away with it. Party on tutoring."

Guardian Phone Numbers
Advertising- 873-5537
Fax: 873-5535
News: 873-5538
Editor in Chief - 873-5540
Sports/ Features- 873-5536
PRINTED ON

O

RECYCLED PAPER

"I agree with my friend Justin here that tutoring
should be a free service offered by the college."

photos by Mark Mowrey

"I think th.ey shouldn't have to pay for it
because when you come in there is such a big
transition you're going to need help. It's easier
just to have a tutor and not have to pay for it"

J

"You're paying enough for tuition anywa
tutoring should be free for the little extra help
that you need."
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Student involvement, Heartless actions breed mediocrity
best PR for university
heart. Without heart behind an action, the action is merely going
through the motion.
We applied this new heartlessness to a lot of what ills our society.
I have found other examples.
Manyoftoday 'sproblems stem
from people going through the
motions without their heart as a
foundation.
There are people deciding to be
parents, teachers or carbon cutouts
ofcorporate America without their
hearts behind them.
Putting your heart into something is a selfless act. It is deciding
to do the best you can with everything you are. It isn't about money
or power, it is about doing what's
right. Ournationalconsciencelacks
this. Many of us will make a heartless decision in November for
America'shighestoffice.However,
we don't change. We follow mediocrity, and that has created empty
leadership. Our leadership is a reflection ofsociety, so who is empty?
Change must begin in our communities. It must start with you, the

Last year many student groups
worked hard to get the NAMES
P~oject AIDS Memorial Quilt to
make a stop at Wright State. More
than 300 community and campus
volunteers worked with the project
while it spent a few days at WSU. By Craig Napier
Last year a group of students
from WSU's Black Student Union
A friend, in training for a campus
attended
job, recently went on a long
the
Million
Man
March
in
By Anthony Shoemaker
tirade about her co-workers. She
Washington, D.C.
Many students enrolled at the was concerned about a lack of deLast Thursday I had the privi-  WSU School of Medicine work in votion and pursuit of mediocrity.
lege of going to Cincinnati to re local hospitals.
She believes the staffhas a great
port on a speech given by the next
When my aunt was in the hos opportunity to affect students' Ii ves.
President ofthe United States, Bob pital last year, one of her nurses However, the actions of her co
Dole. I went along with The Guard
was a Wright State student. My workers, in her opinion, lack sin
ian news editor, a poor Clintonite mother made sure to tell every cerity, care or concern. Rather, her
who cringed at every word Dole body.
co-workers do the bare minimum
spoke. I was excited. However, it
These students have taken have to receive their pay.
wasn't just the event that excited taken their heads out.of their books
How many times have you done
me. It was the aftermath.
and their bodies off of the campus. just enough to get paid? I think at
Once the speech was finished, They took the initiative to go out one time or another we all have
Kristin a~d I met with CNN corre and do something positive in the done just enough to get that check.
spondents Robert Novak, co-host community.
Where does that put us?
of Evans & Novak , and Candy
Wright State couldn't buy bet
I will call this problem a lack of
Crowley. To us, this was very ex ter public relations.
citing. The two of us are hoping to
Every time a fraternity or so
be professional journalists and we rority goes downtown and helps
just met two icons in the business. the homeless or a student volun
We were on a high.
teers his or her time at a local Boys
As we left _the area, with our and Girls Club they are helping
heads as big as watermelons, I ran_ their neighbors and themselves
week.
into a Wright State University pro while providing WSU with free
Many stores and some banks
fessor of mine who attended the advertising.
are closed in the afternoon. It seems
rally with his family. When he saw
Many WSU students are strug
everyone in India takes a nap after
us he responded by saying, "I'm gling to go to school, work and in
the ever-so-heavy primary meal
glad to see The Guardian here." many cases take care of a family.
known here simply as lunch. Al
That is when I realized something. They also contribute a great deal to
most all stores are closed on Mon
We are young college students who WSU through their dedication.
day, for some odd reason that even
work on a college newspaper and
There are many WSU students By Kavita
my mother can't figure out.
S. Hatwalkar
we took the extra step to branch out who are involved and take those
India is so different, yet it is
and cover a national event. When extra steps. There are many who do
still very similar to the United
It takes a different per
we introduced ourselves to Novak not. If you are one of those who do spective sometimes to
and Crowley we mentioned that not, it is time to wake up. I don't appreciate all we have.
we were from Wright State Uni care if you have a 4.0 G.P.A. and I seem to realize this
versity in Dayton, Ohio. Talk about have been on the Dean's List every when I visit my moth
good PR.
quarter. There is more to college erland oflndia. I real
A lot of students at WSU have than academics. Now is the best ize certain things when I
taken similar steps.
time in your life to get involved.
am there, things most
people in America can't
even fathom.
Imagine living in a 2room house with parents,
grandparents and siblings.
,ffff[i
There is no 24-hour
water service, so everyone
{J7 needs editorial
hopes water comes in the evening States. People in India are talking
comments from
otherwise you won't have bath about the same issues: loss of mo
water in the morning, oreven.drink rality and religion, AIDS, rampant
its readers. Please send "letters to the
_ing water.
sexual behavior, kids watching too
editor" to:
There isn't any hot water ei much TV and much much more.
,, . . The Guardian
You may also hand
ther. To take a bath, water is boiled
They have 24-hour Indian
~.W016C Student Union
on
the stove and m"ixed with cold movie channels, and for those who
deliver
them
to
our
Wright State University
water in a bucket.
are familiar with the art of Indian
office.
Dayton, OH 45435
School is attended six days a cinema, that can really be a treat

guy with three nipple rings and a
tattoo of Mao Tzu Tung on his
skull, the guy with the $1,000 suit,
the ladies filling their dorm room
with pot smoke, and everyone else
in each of our little worlds.
This brings us to Wright State.
There are many in the entire com
munity (students, staff, adminis
tration and faculty) who are going
through the motions heartlessly. I
challenge everyone, including my
self, to put our hearts into the com
munity. Whether you live on campus or commute from Lima, it is up
to you to make your surroundings
positive. So before you do any
thing ask yourself, "Cart I put my
heart into this?" If the answer is no,
then forget it. This will save a lot
of wasted time, and quite possibly
the person who was meant to take
that action whole heartedly will.
So, lets change this new Ameri
can mediocrity by investing our
hearts in what we do, and stopping
the superfluous, heartless actions
that can fill our lives with empti
ness.

There's more to India than
what's in National Geographic

We want to hear -from

YOU!
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with all of the songs and dances.
India has one of the oldest lan
guages-San skrit. A lot of the
words in English are from Sanskrit
and/or derivatives. Examples in
clude pajama (pajama), khaki and
those fancy pants called jodhpurs.
Jodhpur is a city in India.
A friend of mine asked me if
India was green. "No, India is
brown," I said. Then I thought to
myself, we have brown
people and a brown land. I
asked my cousins and they
agreed, though there is a lot
of green with the rice pad
dies, and the mountains.
Didn't know there were
mountains in India besides
the Himalayas, right?
I just want people to real
ize India isn't just what is
shown in National Geo
graphic. It is a great place
with a rich culture. There are
places where you don't have water
all the time, and you see cows on
the street, but there is more there
than you can probably imagine.
We are lucky in America for
having so many amenities, but also
take into consideratio n that it
doesn't make anyplace any less
lucky, especially India.

Beavercreek: Beavercreek Towne Center at Fairfield Rd. & New Germany-Trebien Rd. Miamisburg: Corners at the Mall across_from Dayton Mall.
Open Monday-Saturday, 9:30 AM-9:30 .PM; Sunday, 12-6 PM
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SPOTLIGHT
ooa mp s
By SARA GWIRTZ
Staff Writer

......

hey describe themselves as a "politi
cally correct, hygienic, bipartisan
troupe" of whom the fromer surgeon
general of the United States, C. Everett
Koop warned, "will cause your sides to split."
They have appeared on many TV programs ranging from "The Late Show
with David Letterman" to "20/20" and
now through the co-sponsorsh ip of
Wright State University's Artist Series
and Greater Dayton Public Televi
sion, The Capitol Steps comedy
troupe will return for a third appear
ance at Ervin J. Nutter Center on
Friday, September 20 at 8 p.m.
Six performers, including a
pianist, will portray prominent po
litical figures singing material
!aken from the 16 albums they have
released since their modest start in
1981.The songs satirize the head
lines in which the politicians are in
volved. For example, the troupe
member playing Bob Dole will sing
"It's Not Easy Being Mean", Bill
Clinton's double will sing "Return to Center" and the actor
playing Ross Perot will sing "It's My Party, I'll Buy It If I
Want To."

.

e love coming
out there (to
II
)
Dayton.
Newport
-Elaina
'
"

who were not
included in
the act.

Over
t h e
next

i X
years,
the three
continued
doing perfor
mances for fun as
a sideline to their jobs on
Capitol Hill. As more staffers joined in the
fun, and more requests came in for perfor
mances, the group realized they were catching on
with the American public, so they began doing the
comedy act full time.
Newport said the reason their type of comedy works
is that the troupe "really makes fun of people in a way
they can do it in front of them." She stressed that The
Capitol Steps' performers are not a group of "angry co
medians."
The troupe satirizes all issues in the headline news,
including political and social issues. They also use well
known songs sung to familiar Disney, Elvis and Alanis
Morrisette tunes.
Newport feels
colin
that these two fac
leges."
to rs make the
Because On Friday, September 20, the Capitol Steps will be
troupes' comedy
the audiences shedding light on the activities of our nation's
understandable to
are typi- politicians.
c a 11y
of 'average' Americans who aren't die hard political fanatics,
composed
"works very
resist temptations to have the show be "too inside Wash
Steps
Capitol
the
well
ington."
Newport said the hardest part of the job was to keep the show down
to two hours due to the large amount of material they have to draw
from. "We have our show all set and then they go and bomb
Iraq," said Newport.
Since the troupe's material comes from the
happenings of the government, the writ
ers often have a difficult time making
the songs funnier than the actual in
cidents they are writing about.
While talking about the recent es
capades of Clinton aide Dick
Morris, Newport exclaimed,"y ou
could not make up this kind of stuff,
it doesn't get any funnier than that."
The Capitol Steps comedy
F
troupe has performed for many
:
~
ofthepeoplet heymakefun of,
~
including "four presidents,
five counting Hillary," said
".: ~
S
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The Capitol Steps slogan is "What's funnier than the Congress?
It's the view from the Capitol Steps." This Friday, they'll prove it.
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page design by Alexis Larsen

still available and can be
obtained through the
Student Union Box Of
fice or by calling 8735544.
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Job and
Graduate
Fair
•
coming
Sept. 25
By AARON CULLERS
For The Guardian

Wright State University's
tenth annual Job and Graduate
Fair will take place on Septem
ber 25. The fair will be held from
IO a.m. to I :30 p.m. in the WSU
Student Union multi-purpose
room.
The free event is open to the
public. More than 75 employers
and graduate schools nationwide
will participate.
Employers ranging from
business and industry to social
services and government agen
cies will be available to accepte
resumes from recent college
graduates and current students
interested in full-time, co-op,
internship or part-time employ
ment.
Graduate students and recent
alumni will have a chance to in
terview with employers includ
ing IBM, Delphi Chassis Sys
tems, LEXIS-NEXIS, American
Greetings and Deloitte & Tou
che.
Representatives from Wright
State, Xavier University, and
other graduate schools will an
swer questions and distribute in
formation.
Students and graduates look
ing for entry-level positions
should dress appropriately, have
copies of resumes available and
be prepared for interviews with
recruiters.

UAB series aims to restore Ratmosphere
By CRAIG NAPIER
Editor in Chief

Where is the hub of Wright
State's social life?
Many returning students may
say there isn't one,
but a few
WSUvet
eranscan
remem
ber when
t h e
Rathskellar
was the cen
ter of social
life on cam
pus.
Union Activities Board
(UAB) plans to rekindle the fire in
the Rat with a new line up of enter
tainment called the Rat Series.
"Student don't realize that place
was hoppin' all the time. That's what
we're shooting for," said Brandon
Paul, special events coordinator for
UAB.

Paul said the series will begin to
night with Vince Champ, a comic
who has been featured on MTV,
Showtime, HBO and "Comicstrip
Live,"
at 8
p.m.

in the
Rat. Wednesdays in the
future will focus on
comedy, movies,
open mic coffeehouse
nights and gaming tour
naments such as euchre.
Tomorrow, and every Thursday
throughout the quarter, UAB will
have a "Friends" and "Seinfeld"
party. On September 26, Channel 22
will join the festivities with give
aways from NBC.

On Sundays, the Rat will open
at 4 p.m. for the NFL game. All of
the Rat Series activities will have a
food special for the event.
Paul hopes the activities and
food specials will help draw students
into the Rathskellar again. "Marriott
sort of took students out of the Rat,"
he commented.
He added that SODEXHO, the
university's food service contrac
tor, has been very open to ideas from
students. One idea the Rat has put
into effect is a Rat Series schedule,
Brickoven pizza menu and coupons
on the outside of Pizza Boxes.

Vince Champ will kick off the
Rat Series tonight at 8 p.m.

TAKE THE CHALLENGE
RECEIVE ADVENTURE TRAINING WITH
NO MILITARY
OBLIGATION
I
I

AU WSU Students
What: Rappelling Clinic
Where: Millett Haff
When:
18 Sep, Wed 9am - 4pm
19 Sep, Thur 9am - 4pm
Sep, Fri 9am - 4pm

ADD MIL 113 (Intro to Mil Sci)
1 Credit with No Obligation
See MSG Gunther at 337 Allyn HaH or can
him at x3662/2586 to Add the Course

Get
Motivated
Fridor., September 20 • 6:0Q..10:00 p.m.
(and fell.Ins on the third Friday of each month)

E:i;;M;ii;es ,I} · ·

rRrDAYBaPN<&
THE DAYTON ART INSTITUTE
Admission S5.00 • FREE for museum members
456 Behoonte Pork North• 'll.3-5'07

RUSH

PHI KAPPA TAU
THE FORCE OF MA.NY
THE POWER OF ONE

For more information, call:
John Felber at 873-1789
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Fall

•
•

By ANTHONY •
SHOEMAKER •

•

Film Critic

Bruce Willis, Brad Pitt and
Whoopi Goldberg all have fall re
leases. There is also an abundance
of $10 million plus stars like Mel
Gibson, Arnold Schwarzenegger
and Sly Stallone gracing the
screen. Even Michael Jordan and
Cou_rtney Love have movies com
ing out. Not to mention the much
awaited Beavis and Butthead Do
America.
Here is a look at what will be
filling the theaters through the be
ginning of 1997.

western
starring
B r u c e
Willis.

September

Forecast
After a record-breaking summer that started off with a bang (Twister,
Mission Impossible, Independence Day) and ended with a loud thud
(Escape From L.A., Jack, The Fan), Hollywood is ready for what looks
to be a great fall season.
Many of this year's fall releases focus on generating Oscar support.
However, some are just clear box-office draws.

The First Wives Club: With
Diane Keaton, Goldie Hawn, Bette
Midler and a dynamite trailer I
don't see how this revenge-9om
edy could fail. The three women
set out to get back at their evil,
cheating, lying ex-husbands. It
can't miss (Sept. 20).
Last Man Standing: This fall
is going to be fairly action-packed
and it all starts Sept. 20 with this

The
plot
is
secondary. The big news is Willis'
$16.5 million salary for doing the
film. It better be good.
Night Falls On Manhattan:
Oscar winner Richard Dreyfuss
(The Good-bye Girl) and Oscar
nominee Andy Garcia (Godfather

Need Bucks for Books?
...donate Plasma.

Earn up to $180.00 a month by donating lifesaving
plasma!

Visit our friendly, modern center and find out more
about the opportunity to earn ·cash while helping others.

165 E. Helena St.
Dayton, OH 45404
(513) 224-1973

t.lcEN TEON

B/W - one sided copy----------- $0.06
B/W - two sided copy ------------ ----$0.10
Copy on colored bond --------- -$0.08

f.

Sleepers: There is not another
movie coming out between now
and the end of the year that sounds
as exciting as Barry Levinson's
thriller starring, get this, Brad Pitt,
Robert DeNiro, Dustin Hoffman
and Kevin Bacon. The story is
about four boys sent to a reform
school where they are tortured.
When they grow older the Hell's
Kitchen youths go their separate
ways. Two of them kill a former
reformatory guard. The other two,
who are now a journalist and an
assistant district attorney, fight to
save their friends. With a great cast,

------ $0.99
------- $0. 75

•

See "Fall Preview"
continued on pg.14 •

The Hottest
Mexican
Concep~ in
South Dayton!

8 Io- S a rv I e es. In e.

A Full-Service
Copy Center Featuring:

Color copy - first copy
Color copy - additional copies ----

October

•

Mon.-Fri. 6:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Black and White Copies, Color Copies,
Specialty Papers, Finishing Services,
Book Binding, Lamination, Typesetting Services,
Business and Gift Items.
Hours: Monday-Thursday 8:30 A.M.-7:00 P.M.
Friday 8:30 A.M.-5:00 P.M.
Saturday 10:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M.
Telephone: 873-5784

NOW HIRING

FOOD SERVERS
Potential to earn up to

$20 + PER HOUR
(total salary & tips)
Also Hiring For
All Other Positions
We Olrer: F1exible Schedules,
Full & Part Time, Great
Benefits such as: Tuition
Relmbursment Plan, Vacation
Pay & More!
Now Accepting Applications At:

Bl'N transpare ncies----- ----$0.50
~ ustom color Mouse Pad----- ---- $12.50
---f-Shirts w/color transfer-- --·---$12. 50

Resume Packages------------------------- $24.95~45.95

E008 Student Union
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Ill) team up in this
courtroom-d rama
about a father-son
dual. Garcia plays a
D.A. who charges his
father with corrup
tion. Dreyfuss plays
Garcia's legal rival, a
liberal defense attor
ney. With Sidney
Lumet (/2 Angry Men)
behind the camera it
should be a great film.
Also look for An
thony Hopkins' por
trayal of Pablo Picasso
in the Oscar-seeking Surviving Picasso and Hugh Grant
and Gene Hackman in the medi
cal-thriller Extreme Measures
(Sept. 27).

•
•

OFFICE HOURS

THE IIIIMIDIIIII

1060 Miamisburg Centerville Rd.
in Dayton. eoe mil
(407).454-6874
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gling Wall Street businessman ,
that's right businessman, in The
Associate (Oct. 25).

'November

a great director and a great plot this
is destined to be one of the biggest
hits of the season (Oct. 18).
e
h
T
Chamber: Af
ter the success
of A Time To
Kill, thi~ fifth
adaptation of a
John Grisham
novel should
do well. How
ever, don't ex
pect it to be the
most success
of the
ful
Grisham films.

Ransom: This looks to be the
blockbuster of the season. Mel

This tale of a
KKK member, Woody Harrelson and Courtney Love star in
played by Gene The People Vs. Larry Flint due out Nov. 1.
Hackman, who
is on death row for murder sounds Gibson, in his first post-Braveheart
like a gripping, southern, racially role, plays a father fighting to find
charged drama in the tradition of
A Time to Kill. Chris O'Donnell
(Scent ofa Woman ) plays a young
All Academic
lawyer who has to defend the
Klansman, who is also his grand
father. With an October release
date, and less star-power than any
of the previous Grisham films,
don't look for The Chamber to
generate much revenue. It should
still be a good movie (Oct. 11 ).
Get On the Bus: Spike Lee is
a great director. Unfortunately , he
has strayed from his socially im
portant film style and fallen into a
comedy slump with his recent
films Girl 6 and Crooklyn. I'm ex
cited to see Spike go back to what
he does best, waking people up.
His new film centers on 15 men
from South Central L.A. who cross
America to attend the Million Man
March in Washington, D.C. Andre
Braugher (Homicide), Isaiah
Washington, Charles Dutton and
Ossie Davis star (Oct. 16).
That Thing You Do: The ver
dict is out on this 60s-style rock ·
·movie. It is directed by and stars
Tom Hanks but we could be dis
appointed (Oct. 4 ).
Michael Collins: I recently
saw the trailer for this film about
an Irish freedom fighter who lib
erates part of his country from Brit
ish rule in 1921, and it looks bril
liant. Liam Neeson (Schindler's
list) leads a cast that includes Julia
Roberts, Aiden Quinn, Alan
Rickman and Stephen Rea (Oct.
23).
Also in October look for Geena
Davis and Samuel L. Jackson in the
action-dram a The long Kiss
Goodnight (Oct. 11 ). Also look
for Whoopi Goldberg to follow
Robin Williams' lead (Mrs.
Doubtfire ) as she plays a strug-

his kidnapped son. The twist is the
ransom isn't for his son; it's for the
head of the kidnapper. Rene Russo,
Gary Sinese and Delroy Lindo also
star. Ron Howard directs (Nov. 8).
Star Trek-First Contact: This
$45 million-Trek -adventure
should do well at the box-office,
especially if loyal Trekies show
their support. In this, the eighth
Trek film, the cast of Next Genera
tion are up against The Borg. A
Thanksgiving release should help
the Enterprise (Nov. 22).
101 Dalmatians: There has to
be a children's film in the bunch
and this time Disney has given
quite an offering. This live-action
remake of the classic doggy-tale
stars Glenn Close as the wicked
Cruella De Vil (Nov. 27).
Space Jam: Michael Jordan
and the Looney Toons team up in

•
•
■

"Fall Preview"
continued
onpg.16

WANTED: Photog raphers and
Spotllg ht Writers• position s open
and help welcom ed. Apply Today~ _

WELCOME BACK
FROM STUD ENT
HEALTH SERV ICES
Student Health Services is
open Monday thru Friday
8:30 am to 5:00 pm.
We are closed for lunch from
12:00 pm to 1:00 pm. Or call
873-2552.
Please come and have your
immuniz ations updated
Monday thru Friday 8:30 am
to 11 :00 am and 1:00 pm to
4:00 pm. NO TB TESTS WILL
BE DONE ON THURSDAYS.

•
•

THE AIR FORCE IS HIRING!
Majors Accepted

Sign up for the Pap Smear
Screening in Student Health
Services September 27, 1996.

How many programs on campus
guarantee all graduates a full-time job?

AIR FORCE ROTC DOES!!!

Interested?
Contact your Air Force ROTC Detachment.
873-2730
Room 232, FAWHC

Student Insurance Cards can
be picked up in Student
Health Services 067 Allyn
Hall.
FREE HIV ANONYMOUS
SCREENING 10/15.

e
0
2~ 12 Colon el Glenn Hwy.
Across From Wright State .

427- 3338

MOR E USED TEXT BOOK S AT THE LOW EST PRIC E
,,
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Booth and the Bad Angel fly into un·charted territory
Twin Peaks ·
composer and
James lead
singer blend
styles to create
unique sound

James and Angelo Badalamenti
whose style and unsettlingly beau
tiful orchestrations are more fa
mous than his face. Badalamenti
composed the score for David
Lynch's "Twin Peaks," "Blue Vel
vet," Wild at Heart" and many oth
ers.
Anyone who is a fan of Lynch's
and the music that accompanies his
work will recognize the style of the
CD instantly.
Booth and Badalamenti create
· a strange balance. There is a grati
fying tug of war between
Badalamenti's spaced out synth
jazz and Booth's hook heavy pop
craftsmanship.
The bottom line is that this is a
great album. It is a needed break
from the imitation alternative wave
that has consumed our airwaves
for as long as I can remember.
The duo begins the album with
"I Believe." This track seems to

A pop singer from
Manchester, England
in his 20s and a 50
plus "guy from
Jersey" are not
likely collabo
rators on a
seemingly one-off project, but on
"Booth and The Bad Angel," the
Atlantic Ocean seems to be a
puddle between two musicians.
The collaborative musicians
are Tim Booth of the pop band

fall more on the pop side of the
fence. The song is led around by
the guitar work of Bernard Butler,
who used to play with British an
drogynous pop band "Suede."
"Why be a song when you can
be a symphony," asks Booth in
this opening track. The
answer seems to
come in the next
track "Dance of
the Bad An
gels."
''Dance
0 f

the Bad Angels" is the first song
on the CD that seems to commu
nicate both of the musicians' tal
ents equally. It is a multilayered
synth, funk guitar, world beat pop
song that holds up Booth's weighty
lyrics.
These lyrics are intelligent,
but wi II
c hal-

2812 Colonel Glenn 11wy.
Across From Wright State

427-3338
·. MOREUSEDTEXTBOOKSATTHELOWESTPRICES _'·_.
•
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Tim Booth lead vocalist for James(left) and composer Angelo
Badalamenti (right) collaborated for the Mercury release Booth
and the Bad Angel.

OPEN 24 HOURS

n

Clean and Convenient

2348 Grange Hall Rd.
Beavercreek, OH

Now Featuring Alternative
Rock 'n' Roll Bands
New Bands Needed
Call: 320-1321

lenge many. "God is love/God is
love, and a lover I' II be/ I long to
lead the world in ecstasy," is one
example.
Booth sings in an extremely
soothing, throaty voice on this
song, staying away from his more
nasal James sound. This works
with Badalamenti 's style.•
A hook heavy pop song ca11ed
"Hit Parade" fo11ows. "Hit Pa
rade" is fo11owed by what I be
lieve to be the best song on the
album.
"Fa11 in Love With Me," is a
timeless mixture of the
duo's pop sensi
bilities, experimental nature ,
sensuality and
off-the-beaten
track melody
lines.
Maybe it
was the words
that got me .
The introduc
tory verse and
are,
chorus
"Ease your lips
into a velvet kiss/
While I enfold
you/ Move your
hands across the

Airwa

Coin Laundry
at
Spin-Kemp Center

Burkhardt

(Spinning and Burkhardt)

ll

PEACE CORPS
"THE TOUGHEST .JOB YOtYLL EVER LOVE"

0

September 25
WSU Job Fair
Student Union
Wright State University

2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy.
across from WSU, next to Chi Chi's
427-3338

9:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

•

•#

1'•1.ore ~sed textbooks!
Academically priced software!

FORMORE
INFORMATION CALL

.WSU clothing and apparel!

1-800~424-8580

. .All your back-to-school
supplies!

promised land/
The seekers guided
by the pole star/ Say
the words why don't

you say the words/ I have been
waiting long to hear/ Please fall in
love with me."
I guess it is a personal thing,
but this sentiment has been in my
heart a few times before.
The rest of the album is made
of the push and pull of the two art
ists' styles.
There isn't a bad song on the
album. "Old Ways," "Heart" and
"Butterfly's Dream," are definitely
the pop songs on the rest of the al
bum. "Life Gets Better," "Rising,"
"Stranger" and "Hands in the
Rain" are the more spacey tunes
that rely more on the mixture of
music and silence than on pop
hooks.
A standout for me is "Life Gets
Better" which has Booth and
Badalamenti trading lines in a po
etic style (not singing). This cre
ates a unique atmosphere in the
song that is part chaotic and evil,
but innocent and inquisitive at the ,
same time,
Booth and the Bad Angel is a
great album. It isn't suggested for
those who command a lot of gui
tar crunching or mock angst rid
den lyrics. This is an adult record
that becomes art early on and never
goes back. It is refreshing and
unique. (Craig Napier)

•
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this live action-cartoon film. Bugs
and the gang rely on Mike to help
them fight off an evil amusement
park owner (Nov. 15).

The People vs. Larry Flynt:
Pinch me and make sure I am not
dreaming. Woody Harrelson as
Hustler Magazine publisher Larry
Flynt, are they for real?
Wait it gets better. Courtney
Love plays his stripper-wife. All of
this is directed by Academy Award
winning director Milos Forman
(One Flew Over the Cuckoo's

Nest.). Maybe Forman has gone
cuckoo. This should be very inter
esting (Nov. I).
Also look for Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Phil Hartman,
Sinbad, and James Belushi in
Jingle All the Way, a story about a
dad destined to buy his kid the hot
test new action figure for Christ
mas (Nov. 15).

And don't forget
about Jada Pinkett and
Queen Latifah in Set it
Off, an action film about
a group of female bank
robbers. Sounds like a
blast! (Nov. 6).

Michael Jordan stars in Space Jam , a live action/animated
comic strip due out Nov. 15.

"WELCOME BACK!"
FROM :

THE WRIGHT

SPOT
DRIVE-THRU

MAJOR BRAND
CIGARETTES
\&~

G9~\\)S

~\-

or

3913 Colonel Glenn Hwy Beavcrcreek,Ohio

Coke
· 7up
2% Milk
$1.99

old Beverages & MORE.

Concert on
the Quad

3 PACKS FOR

Call: (513) 426-9805
All beer at state minimum
Large selection of Imports and
Microbrewery
WE SELL BEER ON SUNDAY!

The Union Activities Board,
Greek Affairs Council and Resi
dential Community Association
will be sponsoring a concert on the
Quad this Saturday, Sept. 21 at
7:30 p.m.
Salvador Deli, a local Dayton
band, will be opening for Life in
General, a band out of North CaroThis free concert is open to
anyone interested.
Questions?????
Call UAB at x5500

·NEED MOTORIST ASSISTANCE?

·CAMPUS SHUTTLE .INFORMATION?

CALL 873-5692
PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION ASSISTANCE aELP LINE!
HELP LINE HOURS:
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
SAM-10 PM
l0AM-10 PM
SATURDAY
l0AM- 7PM
SUNDAY

I.

Fall sports need
more support

SPORTS
Women•s soccer finds early su~cess plays Xavier, Evansville and UD next
By JOHN C. DESELEM
Staff Writer

By MAGGIE HORSTMAN AND
TheWright State women's soc- .
DAVE SEAMAN, Sports Editor of cer team is off to their best start
the Guardian and Sports Director since 1991.
. ofWWSU.
At 3-2 overall and 1-0 in the
Everybody on campus seems to Midwest Collegiate Conference, ·
know Wright State has a men's Head Coach Rob Klatte has a
basketball team, but for some rea winning record in his third year.
son students don't acknowledge
Klatte has developed an attack
the fact that we have other sports. style of play and team attitude that
The faH season carries the larg produces a high level of competi
est load of intercollegiate sports tion.
for WSU, including cross country,
The team plays today at Xavier
golf, men's and women's soccer, at 5:30 p.m~ _Then they travel to
men's and women's tennis and Evansville for a game Sunday,
volleyball.
September 22 at 2:30 p.m. EST.
In our opinion, support for our One of the biggest games of the
fall sports lags behind men's bas season comes September 25 when
ketball due to lack of knowledge the Raiders take on the Dayton Fly
and scheduling'.
ers at 7 p.m.
The athletic department does
Klatte said, "the games at XU
photo by Mark Mowrey
their best to promote upcomtng and UD are both big games. The Junior defenders Melissa Koesters (15) and 'Tina Stonitsch (3) defend against a Michigan player.
games as well as the Guardian and players are up for both of them."
Co-captain Stonitsch was injured during the game and is oi.Jt for the rest of the season.
WWSU. During breaks in action
"We need to get some fans in
Depaul. Sebastian scored two Michigan goals.
McCord scoring two goals each.
of soccer and volleyball games the the stands,'; said Klatte.
goals and assisted fellow team
Junior
defender
Tina
Stonitsch
September 13, the Raiders
WSU Student Athletics Promo-.
mate red-shirt junior forward Tif suffered a broken leg in the game ·played the first game of a two
tions Board (SAPB) puts on. vari
WSU starts season on fany Gover on two more.
an~ is out for the year. According game, four day, weekend road trip.
ous contests with· multiple prize
a positive note
The home opener was a low to the team's trainer, Marlo Mitch, The team won their first confer
giveaways.
The Raider's women's soccer scoring 2-0 loss to the University she had a rod surgically put into ence game of the season against
Even with these, students still
team started their season off by of Michigan, September 7,.
her tibia and pins put into her Northern Illinois 2-1. Gover and
seem uninterested.
winning their opening game at
Sophomore goalkeeper Amy ankles. Complete recovery is ex · McCord scored the goals in the
What students don't realize is
.DePaul 4-'l.
· Toms turned in a superior perfor pected in six to nine months, said second half. McCord scored on a
admission is free and the spirit of
Junior
forward
_M arcy mance in the net against the Wol Mitch.
penalty kick with 1:44 remaining
these teams is ·as intense as the
Sebastian was named MCC verines. Toms stopped 25 shots on
The
women's
soccer
team
beat
in the match to ice the victory.
men's basketball team.
women's soccer Player of the goal during the game. Defensive Robert Morris 9-0 with Sebastian
Closing their road trip, WSU
Through our experiences, the
Week for her performance at breakdowns resulted in the two and sophomore midfielder Jody was shutout 2-0 by Marquette.
attendance of soccer games, like
women's basketball, is made up of
the players' parents and a few stu
dent supporters who have personal By MAGGIE HORSTMAN
and that can only make us bet of the season. All of the teams
links to the teams.
are good and improving, he
ter, said Andrulis.
Sports Editor
The question we pose is why
One aspect of the team that said.
students make time to attend men's
The team's biggest goal is
Although they haven't lost stands out to him is the team
basketball, but couldn't care less a game . this season and have chemistry, he said. "It is tre to play well now so they have
about the rest of WSU sports.
recorded four shutouts, the mendous," he said.
a good seed in the MCC tour
Is it because of the lack of Wright State men's soccer
Junior midfielder co-cap nament at the end of the sea
knowledge of the fall sports or is team is not overconfident tain Gianni Doddato said the son.
it because of the timing?
about their play.
wins thus far have been whole
Sophomore defenderMike
Some say men's basketball is
The Raiders are off to a team efforts. "We're happy Sylbourne said, "We have to
more ·e xciting, others say they . similar start compared to last with the results, but we need take each game at a time, but
don't understand other sports. We year's successful 12-4-3 to stay focused."
I'm confident they will rise to
feel if more students attended these record.
According to Andrulis, the · the occasion when the time
events, they would be more enjoy
But according to H~ad season is split into thirds in comes."
able and would give the athletes a Coach Greg Andrulis, this which they have completed the
"We put a special empha
better feel of support, which in re squad is getting better every first.
sis on winning every game.
turn will give them one reason to time they step onto the field.
Today's game against But We want to set a few records
. play harder.
"The guys are really con ler begins their Midwestern . this year," said Sylbourne .
We realize that, as students, it cerned with performance and Collegiate Conference sched
file photo
Sylbourne, along with se
is difficult to make time to attend the quality of their play," said ule and the second third of the niors Shad Jeaunfreau and Sophomore defender Mike Sylbourne has
the different fall sports, but if more Andrulis.
season.
Chad Kingsbury, sophomore been named to eve,y All-Tournament team
st .• ts attend, these events will
. There is healthy competi
Andrulis said the games goalkeeper Dan Cwiklik and as a Raider. He hopes to lead the team to
be more fun and exciting.
tion for the travel squad (18 against Butler, Dayton and freshman Neil Sharp head up· victo,y against Butler today. ·
Till next week ....
players travel with the team) Ohio State will define the rest the defensive squad.

Raiders undefeated, play Butler today

®

Proudly Sponsors Intramural Sports At

Wright ·state University
........~

*

®

*

* * *

SPORTS:

ENTRIES DUE:

PLAY BEGINS:

Fall Golf Outing
6 on 6 Soccer Tournament
Bowling Tournament

September 20
October 11, 11 :30-12:00 pm
November 15, 8:30-9:00 pm

October 6, 1 :30-7:30 pm
October 11, 12:00 pm-Dark
November 15, 8:30-11 :00 pm

Stop by the IM/Rec dept. and receive
$9 in FREE 1-800-COLLECT calls

-1-800-COLLECT

See Your
Intramural
Recreational
Department

SIGN UP TODAY
NIRSA Endorsed

It's Fast. It's Easy. It Saves.

•
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
INTRAMURAL AND RECREATIONAL SP~RTS

Intramural and
Recreattonal Sports
E009 Student Union
3640 Colonel Glenn Hwy.
Dayton, Ohio 45435-0001
.513/873-5815

important

Please return within the first two weeks of classes,(October 3, 1996) to win great
prizes! Return to: E009 Student Union!
~ELLNESS:
Aerobics O Run / Walk Events O Swimming
0 Weight Lifting O Water Aerobics O Fitness
Other _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NAME:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
E-MAIL:,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ PHONE:,_ _ _ _ __

PLEASE CHECK AREAS OF INTEREST:
INTRAMURAL SPORTS:

O Air Hockey □ card~□ Badminton □ Basketball (3 on 3)
0 Basketball (5 on 5) 0 Billiard~
0 Bowling O Broomhall O Flag Football O Golf

o

Hockey (ice) □ Hockey (in-tine) □ lnnertube Waterpolo
Quad Ru&by O Racquetball O Soccer (indoor)
D Table Tennis
Soccer (outdoorD Softball
□ Tennis QVidco Games O Volleyball (triples)
Volleyball (6) □ volleyball (sand)
Water buketball O Water Volleyball
□ WC Bmkelball O WC Hockey QWC Football
□ WC Softball O WC Tennis Owe Track

8

8
•

®

OUTDOOR RECREATION: .
D Biking O Camping
Backpacking
□ Hiking
O Canoeing O Climbing
O Scuba
O Sailing
0 Kayaking
□ Siding (water)
O Skiing (snow)
O Whitewater Rafting □ Other _ _ _ _ __

D

SPORT CLUBS:

O Athletics for the Visually Impaired □ Biking

Bowling O CP Athletics O Downhill .Skiing
O 0enWaKai O Ice Hockey ·
Fencing
O Karate □ Lacrosse
□ Inline Hockey
0 Outdoor Activities O Painlball O Sailing
0 Scuba D TaeKwonDo O Volleyball O Waterpolo
WC Basketball O WC Quad Rugby O WC Softball
·
WC Tennis O WC Track O Wrestling
D Other _ _ _ _ _ __

0
0

8

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT:

0

8

O Scorekeeper
Sports ~rficial
O Open Recreation
Supervisor
Office Worker O Computing

O Timekeeper

□ Weight Room

•
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WSU Volleyball trying _to rebuild,
travels to Tennesse ·this weekend
By AMY DAVIS
Staff Writer
The 1996 Raider volleyball
team seems to have their season
cut out for them.
After this past weekend's Nike
Challenge, they have a 2-10 record
and the matches aren't going to get
any easier.
Sixth year Head Coach Steve
Opperman said the schedule is
purposely tough on the girls to get
ready for conference play.
"If we takes our knocks this
year, it will only make us better
Senior co-captain Lisa .
Dearden leads the team in
assists this year. She is one of
only two seniors on the
youthful squad.

every game except one this season. "She is
going to be a very good player in the next
couple of years, " said Opperman.
This team, which consists of two seniors,
six sophomores and four freshmen newcom
ers, is still learning how to "put the ball
away" according
mainly o n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • to Opperman.
Leadership
ball control. II
Sopho
roles
will fall
f we take our knocks this year,
more Carrie
upon
seniors
it will only make us better for
Monnes leads
Mollie
Schuler
II
the team in the future.
and Lisa Dearden.
blocks at 17
Dearde_n leads_ the
team in assists
and sophomore
Joanna - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • with 303 and
Downie has 165 digs on the year so far.
Schuler has been nagged with injuries all
According to Opperman the two have year.
been playing very well. Offensively they
"The wins will come," he predicts.
pose threats to other teams in the kill de
The Raiders travel to Tennessee to play
partment. Downie has 160 kills on the year in the Mazda Classic Sept. 20 and 21. They
and Monnes is second with 126.
will play Tennessee and George Mason the
Downie has been in double figures in first day and finish against Indiana the next.

for the future," said Opperman.
The girls' first Midwestern Collegiate
Conference match is at home versus Cleve
land State on September 27.
Tough blocking and defense are their
strongest attributes, right now the team is
working

I

-Steve Opperman

photo _by Mark Mowrey

WElCOME BACK
from the FUTON FACTORY

Baclt-1o-Schoot Specials
MIDWEST

lOUNGER

Cross Country depends on youth
By ERIC LOESCHER
Staff Writer
The cross country teams of
Wright State are in a rebuilding
stage this season. Though the
men's team, comprised of one
senior, two juniors, two sopho
mores and seven freshmen. ao-

pear young and inexperienced, they
should be "the best group, from the
looks of preseason, in the last eight
years,'' stated Mike Baumer, men's
and women's cross country coach.
Sonja Rutt, senior co-captain of
the women's team, said,"the freshmen
will definitely have to contribute."
Three of the eight women runners

Think Smart, Spend Less .

Classic Futon & Frame

$99.00
Twin Size• Pre-assembled

2812 Colonel Glenn tlwy.
Across From Wright State

427-3338

lola Sola
Classic Futon &
Frame

$18100
Twin Size • Pre-assembled

MORE USED TEXTBOOKS AT THE LOWEST PRICES

ON-CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Center for Ground Water Management
Looking for serious, mature WSU students who have working knowledge of database,
spreadsheet, desktop publishing, and/or authoring sortwre for the following positions :
Accountant Assistant
Multimedia Assistant
Graphic Design Assistant

Stop by our store to see our complete
line of 20 different frame styles and
over 500 fabric choices.

The Midwest's largest Futon Specialist
Nobody beats us in Quality,
Service, Selection or Price

Business/Science/Education backgrounds preferred. Wage: $S.00/hr. +. To apply, obtain
application at 0S6 Dunbar Library (basement).

__ LA
. DY DANCERS NEEDED!

rP
FUTON

FACTORY

NOBODY!
-~ · - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~

...

8106 Springboro Pike•

SOFA BY DAY
BED BY NIGHT

291-3000

4816 Airway Rd.

For details call:
(513) 258-1546

are freshmen.
"We have few in numbers, but
they are good runners. I'm looking
forward to my last year, but I'll miss
it," finished Rutt.
The Wright State men's cross
country team returns experienced
members junior captain Todd
Koehn, senior Mitch Sweazy and
juniors Greg Bartell, Matt Freyhof
and Jeff Wellbaum.
Koehn, two time MVP for the
men, said, "the freshmen need to get
used to the training and hopefully
will get along with the rest of us."
Overall, Koehn felt the team will
do its best once they run as a team
and not a group of individuals.
"We still have a lot to improve
on, but our returners came into pre
season in better shape than last year.
As long as we stay healthy and fol
low coach Baumer 's guidelines, we
should have a good season," said
Koehn.
The teams competed in one meet
so far this season, a tri-meet at
Kettering Recreation Center Park
along with the University of Day
ton and Xavier University.
Both came in second to Dayton,
while outrunning Xavier in the tri
meet.
The cross country teams feel the
meets with the most meaning in
clude the All-Ohio, MCC and dis
trict meets, according to Baumer.
The district meet determines
who qualifies for the national meet,
giving the top two teams out of forty
an automatic bid.
Their next meet is Friday, Sept.
15 at Indian Riffle Park. The
women's team runs at 5p.m. and the
men run at 5:45p.m.
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1996 Fall Schedules
1996 Men's Soccer Schedule
and early results
Fri, Aug. 30 at Xavier W 2-0
Sun, Sept. I vs. Cincinna ti W
1-0
Wed, Sept. 4 at Kentucky W 10
Sat, Sept. 7 at Miami (Ohio) T
1-1
Fri, Sept. 13 vs. Army W 4-3
Sun, Sept. 15 vs. Colgate W 1-0
Wed, Sept. 18 vs. Butler 5pm#
Sun, Sept. 22 at Dayton 1pm
Wed, Sept. 25 vs. Ohio State

5pm
Sun, Sept. 29 vs. Clevelan d
State 2pm#
Thurs, Oct. 3 at Western
Kentucky 8pm
Sun, Oct. 6 vs. Illinois-C hicago
2pm#
Sat, Oct.12 vs. Detroit 2pm#
Sun, October 13 vs. Western
Michigan 2pm
Fri, October 18 at Wisconsin
Milwaukee 4m#
Sun, October 20 at Wisconsi n
Green Bay 3#
Fri, October 25 vs. Louisvill e
3pm
Fri, Nov. 1 at Loyola#
Sun, Nov. 3 at Northern
Illinois#
Nov. 7-10 at MCC tourname nt,
times TBA

Women's Soccer Schedule
and early results
Sat, Aug. 30 at Depaul W 4-1
Sat, Sept. 7 vs. Michigan L 2-0
Mon, Sept. 9 at Robert Morris
W9-0
Fri, Sept. 13 at Northern Illinois
#W2-I
Sun, Sept. 15 at Marquett e L 2-

0
Wed, Sept. 18 at Xavier
5:30pm
Sun, Sept. 22 at Evansvil le
1:30pm
Wed, Sept. 25 at Dayton 7pm
Sun, Sept. 29 at Butler 1pm#
Wed, Oct. 2 vs. Ohio State 4pm
Fri, Oct. 4 vs. Wisconsi n-Green
Bay 4pm#
Sun, Oct. 6 vs. Youngsto wn
State 1pm
Wed, Oct. 9 vs. Detroit 4pm#
Sat, Oct. 12 vs. Massachu setts
1pm
Fri, Oct. 18 at Loyola 4pm#
Sun, Oct. 20 vs. Wisconsi n
Milwauk ee 1pm#
Wed,Oct. 23 at Toledo 3:30pm
Fri, Oct. 25 at Valparais o 12pm
Sun, Oct. 27 vs. Monmou th

11am
Sun, Nov. 3 at Louisvill e 1pm
MCC Tournam ent, Nov. 6-10 at
Northern Illinois, times TBA

1996 Volleyball Schedule and
early results
Fri, Aug. 30 at Arizona State$ L
9-15, 12-15, 11-15
at Arizona$ L 5-15, 915, 14-16
Sat, Aug. 31 at Northern Iowa$
L 3-15, 15-9, 1-15, 11-15
at Northern Arizona $
L 2-15, 3-15, 15-12, 15-9, 1015
Tues, Sept. 3 vs. Miami (Ohio)
L 3-15, 4-15, 5-15
Fri, Sept. 6 vs. Western Illinois
& W 15-12, 15-9, 15-8
Sat, Sept. 7 vs. DePaul & L 159, 6-15, 10-15, 10-15
at Eastern Illinois & L
16-14, 15-12, 6-15, 11-15, 7-15
Tues, Sept. 10 at Bowling
Green L 11-15, 15-4, 6-15, 1115, 9-15
~
Fri,Sept. 13 vs. Virginia
10-15,
15-10,
Tech+ L 10-15,
10-15

t:;!

Sat, Sept. 14 vs. Valparaiso +L
7-15, 15-9, 15-13, 5-15, 6-15
vs. Morehead State+ W 1015, 13-15, 16-14, 15-12, 17-15

Fri, Sept. 20 at Tennesse e
lpmA
vs. George Mason 6pmA
Sat, Sept. 21 vs. Indiana
lOamA
Tues, Sept. 24 vs. Toledo 7pm
Fri, Sept. 27 vs. Cleveland
State ?pm#
Fri, Oct. 4 vs. Wisconsin
Milwaukee 7pm#
Sat, Oct 5 vs. Wisconsi n-Green
Bay 2pm#
Fri, Oct. 11 at Northern Illinois
8pm#

Sat, Oct. 12 at Loyola 5pm#
Fri, Oct. 18 vs. Illinois-C hicago
?pm#
Sat, Oct. 19 vs. Butler ?pm#
Fri, Oct. 25 at Clevelan d State
?pm#
Sat, Oct. 26 vs. Youngsto wn
State (at CSU) 1pm
Fri, Nov. 1 vs. Loyola ?pm#
Sat, Nov. 2 vs. Northern Illinois
2pm#
Fri, Nov. 8 at Wisconsi n-Green
Bay 8pm#
Sat, Nov. 9 at Wisconsi n
Milwauk ee 3pm#
Fri, Nov. 15 at Butler ?pm#
Sat, Nov. 16 at Ulinois-Chicago
5pm#
Nov. 20-22 MCC tourname nt at
Butler, times TBA

Universit y Invitation al
(Oxford)
Sat, Sept. 20 Wright State
Invitation al (Ketterin g)
Fri, Sept. 27 at Eastern Illmois
(Charle~ton, IL)
Sat, Oct. 5 at Indiana
Invitation al (Bloomin gton,IN)
Fri, Oct. 11 at All-Ohio
Intercolle giate (Delawar e)
Sat, Oct. 19 at UW-Park side ·
Cross Country Invitation al
(Kenosha , WI)
Sat, Nov. 2 at MCC (DeKalb,
IL)#
Sat, Nov. 16 at NCAA Division
I, District IV race (Champa ign,
IL)
Mon, Nov. 25 at NCAA
Nationals (Tuc son, AZ)
Home games are in bold

1996 Cross Country Schedule · #MCCgam e
and early results
$ Sun Devil/Hilto n Challenge (Tempe,
AZ)
Saturday, _Sept. 7 at UD/WSU /
& Eastern Illinois Tournamen t
Xavier Alumni Meet 1. UD 2.
(Charleston, IL)
WSU3.X U
+Nike Challenge (Wright State)
Sat, Sept. 14 at Miami
"Mazda Classic (Knoxville, TN)

Fall Fest
Friday, Sep~ember 20, 10 A.M. to 4 P.M
on the Quad

PARKfNG
PANfC! 1,

•International foods
•Games and giveaways
•Entertainment sgonsored by
Union Activities Board
•Information booths sponsored by
WSU student organizations and
departments, plus area businesses
and services eager to tell their story.

For info about other Welcome Week
activities, look for posters in offices

i~i;;<i°~~
BUC K-A -BE ER
NIG HT EVE RY
WEDNESDAY!
THE PUCK DROP S
OCTO BER

Stop by the RIDESHARE table for FREE
information and a FREE gift.
When: Tuesday, Septe mber 24
-or
Wednesday, Septe mber 25

20 AT THE

NUTT ER CENT ER.

$6 STUD ENT TICKETS w/ I.D.
COL LEG E SECTIONS
TICK ET INFO: 873-4747

Select Games on WWS U

Where: Stude nt Union Atrium
{Near the Union Station)
Time: 11 :00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
RIDESHARE .·
223-SAVE I 1-800-743-SAVE
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1" Three Ring Binder
• 8-1/2"x 11"
• Available in seven colors
• Double inside pockets
List Price $3.05

10·

OfficeMax Everyday Low Price

•FJU,t
Stick Pens

ti Satisfaction Guaranteed -~111111

• Superior writing performance
• Medium or fineball points
• Black, blue or red ink 1~

Canon

List Price $5.88

99c

OfficeMax Everyday Low Price

1000-0367

eU•lMM•W
File Tote
• Accommodates letter/legal size files .
• Built-in rail for hanging files
• Dust cover
• Indigo blue
List Price $17.99

,,..
,•,..
,.

•;ti-lfi:liH

$999

OfficeMax Everyday Low Price

Model# BJC-210

t-t•).\i :M-i I •l 11@ ~ •
0302-4382

rTead

•·mtm4i•Mlt-i•

Five Star Notebook
• 8-1/2" x 11 " Sheets

• 8-line x 16-character display
• Equation solving capabilities
• Back-up battery

I Canon T-Shirt Transfers

! BC-O2 Black Cartridge

$16.99
$22. 99

1403-0103
1402-1300

I

!

• College Ruled
• 100 Sheets
Lisi Price $4.15

$8499

$254
OfficeMax Everyday Law Price

149

OfficeMax Everyday Law Price

OfficeMax Everyday low Price

0601-0149

:f ;

t::,.

Canon Color BubbleJet Printer
• 720 x 360 dpi black resolution
• 300+ TrueType fonts on CD-ROM

Graphing
Calculator

•·Hl•H#Ut·,t
We'll guarantee :
O our low prices ·
up to 155%.
See store
for details.* ·

'_=AT&T

Answering Machine

• Tapeless microchip recording .,.,.. •·:· -·,-•.,::·-;-,

c·~:'-1!/}),WJJ/lf!Uht>:,

• ~:::r~ive skip, save and
• LED message display
• Remote capabilities

s4700

· -·· ··· ·\

j\\
,·• . . . . ...
_

,·.
•,

:···-~\

·:\-.)

Model#l710
0201 -4108

Office 95
Upgrade

$229~!6370
OfficeMax Everyday Low Price

OfficeMax Everyday Law Price

r---------------------------,
:fl'!/:YMA'JC"

Store Hours: Sun: 10am-6pm • Mon-Fri: 7am-9pm • Sat: 9am-9pm

BEAVERCREEK SOUTH DAYTON
,.

,.
Miamisburg: Springboro Pike and
Lyons Road, south of Dayton Mall

North Fairfield Road across from
Fairfield Commons Mall

~ 0/!:2:~~e!:ogy

~

For THe Right Look, Right Now

0/git~P~n!:

~~!~y

ForTHe Right Look, Right Now

1- " " ' ~ ~ • J

I

Visit our stote-of-th~-ort
CopyMox Business

.:::::::.==----== Service Center & save on

Self•Service

COPIES.!

8·1/2" x11" black ink
on 20# white bond paper.
One coupon per customer.
Not valid with any other offer.
Coupon good through 10/15/96

<
ea
# 122574341027

•

---------------------------~
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WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 18, 1996

CLASSIFIEDS
Jobs
EARN EXTRA INCOME! Earn
$200-$500 weekly mailing phone
cards. For information send a self-ad
dressed stamped envelope to: Inc., P
0 Box 0887, Miami, FL 33164
FREE TRIPS & CASH! Find out
how hundreds of student representa
tives are already earning FREE TRIPS
and LOTS OF CASH with America's
#1 Spring Break company! Sell only
15 trips and travel free! Cancun, Ba
hamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS
ALSO AVAILABLE. Call Now!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT
TRAVEL (800)-95-BREAK !
Hundreds of Students Are Earning
Free Spring Break Trips & Money!
Sell 8 Trips & Go Free! Bahamas
Cruise $279, Cancun & Jamaica
$399, Panama City/ Daytona $119!
www. springt?reaktravel. com 1-800678-6386.
HELP WANTED! Waitresses, Bar
tenders, and Short Order Cooks. Flex
ible hours and weekends available.
Apply in person at McGuffy's House
of Draft 5418 Burkhardt after 11 am..
No phone calls please.
Pretzelfest - Mall at Fairfield Com
mons - Looking for part-time workers.
flexible 12-15 hours/week, evening
and weekend hours. Additional hours

available during the holidays. Com
petitive wages. 429-2300 ask for Pam.
LARGEST STUDENT TRAVEL
PLANNER on East Coast looking for
Campus* *Rep to promote Kodak
SPRING BREAK trips "Guaranteed"
lowest package* *prices and best in
centives. You handle the sales.... we
handle the* *bookeeping. Cancun,
Nassau, Jamaica, S. Padre, Orlando,
Key West. EARN* *BIG $$$ AND/
OR FREE TRIP(S)... GREAT FOR
RESUME!!!
*CALL l-800-222-4432
EA.RN $$$ AND ENJOY GOOD

PARKING!!! Semi-Handicapped per
son needs responsible/dependable
driver (my car) from Kettering to"
WSU, Tuesdays and Thursdays. Call
Sharon 299-0791.
Day-care director needed for estab
lished, accredited center in West
Milton. Full-time with benefits, prior
teaching and/or administrative experi
en~e with good people skills. Assoc.
degree in early childhood edu. or CDA
certification required. No Calls. Send
Resumes to: UTCDC Personnel
Comm., PO box 174, Laura, OH
45337.

To lace classified

-¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥-¥-¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥
¥
¥

!

General
SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW's,
Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your
area. Toll Free l-800-898-9778 Ext.
A-8253 for current listings.
$1000's POSSIBLE READING
BOOKS. Part Time. At Home. Toll
Free l-800-898-9778 Ext. R-8253 for
Listings.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
FROM pennies on $1. Delingquent
Tax, Repo's, REO's. Your Area. Toll
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. H-8253 for
current listings.
$1000's POSSIBLE TYPING. Part
Time. At Home. Toll Free l-800-8989778 Ext. T-8253 for Listings.

For Sale
1993 Ford Escort Sedan, 5-speed, dark
blue, 43k miles, AC, very clean. $6900
OBO. 865-9371 leave message.

Services
Abortions to 24 Weeks. Private Medi
cal Practice. Low Fees. Prompt Ap
pointments. WOMEN'S MED+ CEN
TER. 293-3917. www.gynpages.com/
medplus

Call 873-5537 for info.
Students: $2 for 25 words.
Non-student: $5 first 25 words.

$1 each additional 25 words.
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do Tri-State Headquarters• Dept. CA
347 Locust Avenue, Washington, PA 15301
Tri State Headquarters Phone is (412) 225-5343

-¥,

-¥,

Z
¥

!Ly,ou are an applicant who
qualifies and are between the ages of
18 and 27 by February l, 1997, never
married and at least a six month
resident of Ohio, thus college dorm
students are eligible, you could be
Ohio's representative at the CBSnationally televised ~1iss USA®
Pageant* in February to compete for
over $200,000 in cash and prizes. The
~liss Ohio USA Pageant for 1997 will
be presented in the Grand Ballroom of
MELISSA BOYD
the Columbus Marriott North in
Miss Ohio USASM
Columbus, Ohio, November 30 &
.__________----1 December I, 1996. The new ~1iss Ohio
USA, along with her expense paid trip to compete in the CBS-nationally
televised ~liss USA Pageant, will receive orer $1,000 in cash among her many
prizes. All ladies interested in competing for the title must respond by mail.
Letters must include a recent snapshot, a briefbiography,
address and a phone number. WRITE TO:
1997 MISS OHIO USA PAGEANT

-¥
¥

¥

NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED . ,¥
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"1997 MISS OHIO USASM PAGEANT"

on

~ Carr.•ern. Production'
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Celebrating om
,¥
20 l:"thrs of
'TM
M
·Pageantry 111 a PurpOS( ,,..._.,__ ...,__ -r

Application Deadline is October 5, 1996

--·-·-·

*Miss lJSA• Pageant is part ofthe .Jladison Square Carden fami(1•.
Miss Pennsylvania USAs.. Pageant is•~ Carr,ern Prod11clion"
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1996 ·JOB AND GRADUATE SCHOOL FAIR
Wright State University

Career Services
Wednesday, September 25, 1996
10:00 A.M. - 1 :30 P.M.

WSU Student Union

MAKE YOUR MOVE!

For more information, call 873-2556.
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STUDENT I -\+~it,
: CARTOONIST :
HELL
1
WANTED 1
I

~ ~\ t~lle!!e

/~) ~tore

~

: The Guardian :

Across From Wright State

would like to
publish your
comic creation.

427-3338
MORE USED TEXTBOOKS AT THE LOWEST PR ICES
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64 LANES • AUTOMATIC SCORING
BUMPER BOWL • VIDEOS • GROUP PARTIES
LEAGUE & OPEN BOWLING
.
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.•Let's Go:·
E1ow11n e
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6 TV's POOL TABLES
DART BOARDS
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BIRTHDAY PARTIES
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Lounge

Your Family Fun Center For Year Round Fun

Get Off...
on the Weekend
Shuttle
Fri-Sun. Cost is .75 one
way EXACT fare is
required. Shuttle is
wheelchair accessible.
For more shuttle info call
873-5809 after 4pm Fri. and
all day Sat. and Sun. or
contact the Office of
Parking and Transportation
at 873-5690.
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Interested students should
submit at least 5
samples.
All submissions
must be camera
ready.

FOR BEGINNERS

I
I
I
I

or come to
WO l 5C Student
Union for more
information.
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1STUDENT UNION
FRIDAY PM
5:00
7:30
9:00 :
2HAMILTONHALL - ~ - - - - -5:or ···
·· 13sT····· 9:05~ L - - - - ·
3 WOODS/OAK HALL
5:10:
6:10 - .T41f
~- 9:10!
- - - - - - - - ! · - - - + - - - - -..........,_..
4VILLAGE APT 2030
5:15
6:15
7:45
9:15:
5 WOODS/PINE HALL
5:20:_ _6_:2~0_ _7_:50_ _
9:2_0.,. . .l_ _ _ _ _ _ __
6FOREST
LN/SYCAMORE
: -----5:25:
6:25
7:55
9:25:
1------· _______________..,._____,,_____..,_
7FOREST LN/ZINK RD
5:30,
6:30
8:00
9:30
8MEIJER
5:35!
6:45
8:15
9:35 ;
·-· M---- - 9 PARAMOUNT PL
:(KINKOS)
5:4~L---- __ 6:55 _ 8_:25_ __9:_
45___'_ _ _ _ _ __
10 FAIRFIELD COMMONS '(FOOD COURT '
5:55
7:15
8:45
9:55 t
····-···· · -~- --··- ·· ---··- ~s:oo• ~ - 1:20· ·-··- a1(r-·- •-10-:00.....i- - - ~
1flfoH°Ls ·--· ·· · ·
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1STUDENT UNION
9:00
2 HAMILTON HALL
9:05,
3WOODS/OAK HALL
9:10
4VILLAGE APT 2030
9:15
swootis1P1Ne HALL
-·· ·-- - - .-----·--9:20° -· 6FORESTLN/SYCAMORE - · - - ·
9:25
7 FORESTLN/ZINK RD
9:30 .
8MEIJER
9:35
9PARAMOUNT PLACE .. i(KINKOS) . : . . . 9:45
10 FAIRFiELifCOMMONS fFoo6cbuRT ; - -9:Sf 11 KOHLS
10:00

1:00

2:30
2'.35
2:40
2:45

4:00'
4:05
4:10
4:15 '

5:30
5:35
5:40
5:45

10:05'
- 1:os: .
10:10:
1:10
10:15
1:15
10:201·
1:20
2:so ···· ·-r2o•U · s:so
10:25 '
11:sf - 1:25
2:55. - 4:25:
5:55
10:30 PM 12:0_f _··- 1:30, - -3:00..
- 4:30.
6:00
10:45
1:45
3:15
4:45 :
6:15
12:15
3:25
10:55 · 12:25 ·
1:55
4:55
6:25.
11 :15 ~ 12:4f- ·-'I:1s·
3:45· - s:1f 6:45
11:2f 12:so·
2:20·
3:50'
5:201 6:50
, ·; } 'r

1STUDENT UNION
2 HAMILTON HALL

11:00 1

3 WOODS/OAK HALL - i 4v1LIAGE-APr 2030 ---- ·

. fi:05 '

6 FORESTLN/SYCAMORE

i FORESTIN/ZINK RD-·

~

-

1:3o ·
1:35

·11:10~'
12:10
1:40
- · - -11:1r-- 12:1r-- ···--f:4s··-11:20

-

.... ····•·• ···•····---

· ALL TIMES ARE . DEPARTURE TIMES

12:20

1:25·
12:25
1:3o: ~- 12:30

8MEIJER
·
9PARAMOUNT PLACE · (KINKOS)
10FAIRFIELD COMMONS ,FOOD COURT
11 KOHLS
~--PM . 12:00
.. ··-···

12:05

·-

'swooosiPiNE HALL ·-·-·

•
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2812 Colonel Glenn tlwy.
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3:00
3:05

4:30
4:35

3:10
3:1s · ·

4:40

us

1:so'
3:20
4:50
1:55 - 3:25· -· 4:Ss'

2:00

-··*

f 3if ·

2:15
3:45 .
-----··-- --2:25
3:55

1:15
2:45 - 4:151:20•· --2:50.. -- 4 : 20 ♦

.

,: ,r

7:00
7:05
7:10

8:30
8:35
8:40
8:45

7:15

1:20 e:so
7:2s'- Tss
7:30
7:45
7:55
8:15
8:20

ii

I

6:00

6:05
6:10
e:1s
6:20

5:4K - -6:55-

* FINAL

Weekend Mall Shuttle Service Will RESUME FRIDAY 9/20/96

9:50
* 10:00

u

6:25
's:oo·
6:30
6:15 ·· · · · · · · s":3f.
5:25
6:45
5:50

9:00
9:15
9:25

*7:00

RE.TURN TRIP TO CAMPUS

: I I
SAVE THE PEOPLE YOU CALL UP TO

44°/o

